Your First Choice

Great Brands; Innovative Products and Solutions; and a
Passion for Customer Service Drives Continued Growth
Welcome to this special edition of our KEC Newsletter
celebrating KEC’s 43 years, MK’s 100 years.
New products from Honeywell MK; a new growth chapter on the Honeywell Gent Fire Detection and Alarm
front; some highly encouraging recent major project successes on the Zumtobel and other lighting fronts - as
part of an ever-increasing emphasis on lighting; controls and energy management. Coupled with the passion
and dedication to go the extra mile on customer service.
It's no wonder that KEC has continued to exceed its growth aspirations with several notable recent
project successes - whilst hopefully adding some really great value to you our customers.

Globally and indeed regionally it has continued to remain
extremely ‘challenging' out there in the market place.
But nevertheless, this past few months have been a
period in which we have continued to further invest in
KEC’s future.

Improvements to our supply chain and in turn customer
service; a real emphasis on our continued association
with ‘Powerbar’ the regions leading bus duct company and of course Rexway on the GI conduit and fittings
front - both of which we continue to eagerly build on.

Considerable progress has also been made in promoting
the latest generation of Tridonic lighting ballasts and
controls where we continue to gain traction.
But MK has also, as usual, continued to lead the market
in the wiring device and cable management sector
courtesy of several new product introductions in recent
times - notably, the now ever popular MK Elements
product range promoted via our expanding
‘MK Boutique' & ‘MK Global’ showroom teams, as
well as to major projects.
The Honeywell MK wiring device future also continues to
look extremely bright courtesy of the new and exciting
MK Dimensions product range, initial supplies of which
have recently started to arrive into the KEC distribution
centre.

®

ELEMENTS
by Honeywell

Once again welcome to this special
edition of the KEC Newsletter
which we hope will continue to
provide further inspirational
insights - and thank you as always
for your on-going support.
Hazem Al Nouri - General Manager

The KEC - MK Partnership
KEC [Kuwait Electrical Wiring Accessories Co] was established in September 1976 in accordance with a 20 year
Joint Venture agreement signed between MK Electric Limited, UK and five prominent Kuwaiti partners with the
strategic purpose of manufacturing and marketing the MK Electrical Accessory & Cable Management range of
products for sale both in Kuwait, the GCC countries and the Middle East regions.
This arrangement featured the
establishment of an MK Middle
East Marketing Office based at
KEC Kuwait
The equity participation of the
KEC-MK UK joint venture
was 40% equity stake for
MK Electric Limited and 60%
equity stake for five Kuwaiti
partners.
The partners agreed that the
management would
be appointed from MK UK.
KEC commenced its production
of a range of MK wiring
accessory products in 1977 and
commenced promoting & selling
the MK product offering to the
Kuwait market in the beginning of 1978 through a select
number of KEC appointed distributors. Via KEC’s status
as Middle East Marketing Office, KEC duly appointed
Agents throughout the region in Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar,
Bahrain, Oman, Syria and Iraq for selling MK products,
leveraging some existing longstanding relationships in
some and appointing new MK distributionship partnership
in others.
During the early 80’s the Gent Fire Detection brand was
added to the portfolio leveraging KEC specification
strength in the Kuwait market.
KEC continued its sales growth of MK products year
after year until the invasion of Kuwait in August of 1990.
Thereafter KEC re-launched its business operation in the
2nd half of 1991 after the invasion.
After the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, it was mutually agreed
between KEC and MK that MK would open its Middle East
Marketing Office in Dubai.
The 20 years Joint Venture agreement came to an end in
September 1996. Notwithstanding the longstanding JV
collaboration between MK and KEC continued for another
3 years under a mutual understanding keeping in mind
the expansion of KEC’s business. As the part of a global
reorganization MK transferred its 40% equity state to
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Picture taken after the KEC MK Partners Meeting at KEC in 1988.
From left to right are:
1. Mr. Faisal Saud Al Fulaij - KEC Partner
2. Mr. Abdul Rahman Alghunaim – KEC Managing Partner.
3. Sheikh Ali Sabah Al Salem Al Sabah – KEC Partner.
4. Mr. Michael Dowsett – Managing Director MK Electric UK

five Kuwaiti partners equally and appointed KEC as
MK’s Sole Agent in Kuwait.
The early 2000’s thus provided the growth platform for
further KEC expansion into lighting, cable management,
building management systems and other complementary
products and the establishment of ‘MK Boutique’ as
a means of further promoting MK products, with
significant success, to the end user-end-chooser.
KEC & MK have been
in Partnership for the
past 43 years and this
relationship, based on
trust and co-operation,
is a great model of
successful partnership
between two companies.

MK & KEC CELEBRATE 30 YEARS

A page from KEC’s Newsletter Issue 12 in July 2007.
Group Picture taken on 30 May 2007.
From the left: Mr. Abdul Mohsen Al Mishary (KEC Partner),
Mr. Dilip Sinha (General Manager MK ME & Med. Region EDS),
Mr. Abdul Rahman Alghunaim (KEC Managing Partner),
HE The British Ambassador to Kuwait,
Mr. Mike Southgate (MK UK’s Managing Director),
Mr. Hazem Al Nouri (KEC General Manager),
Christian Struever (International Director Honeywell MK)
Mr. Peter Woods (KEC Director Sales).

Pre-invasion (August 1990) Mr. Armando
Mascerenhas (still employed) KEC Factory

Pre-invasion (August 1990). KEC Manufacturing and Assembly area.

1985 Rajan Peter
Still with KEC
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IRAQI INVASION AUGUST 1990

POST INVASION

26 November 1996 : Last KEC & MK Partners meeting held in Kuwait with the signing of documents for the transfer of MK’s 40%
shares to KEC’s Partners.
In the picture from left to right :
1. Mr. Jassim Mohammad Al Mossa : KEC Partner
2. Mr. Mohammad Hamad Al Mishary : KEC Partner
3 Mr. Sa’ad Ali Al Nahedh : KEC Partner
4. Mr. Abdulrahman Khalid Alghunaim: Managing Partner
5. Mr. Michael Dowsett: Managing Director, MK Electric UK
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6. Mr. Peter Woods: Director -International Operations,
MK Electric.
7. Mr. Hazem Al Nouri: General Manager KEC
8. Mr. Faisal Saud Al Fulaij: KEC Partner

From left to right: Mr. Clive Binley (Last GM to KEC from MK),
Mr. Faisal Al Fulaij, Mr. Saad Al Nahed, Mr. Michael Dowsett,
Mr. Abdul Rahman Alghunaim, Mr. Peter Woods,
Mr. Hazem Al Nouri.
26 November 1996.

MK Logic Plus Launch Kuwait.
Mr. Hazem Al Nouri,
Mr. Jassim Al Mossa,
Mr. Abdul Rahman Alghunaim,
Mr. Clive Binley
Date 1997

KEC at the Caradon MK Electric Ltd.,
Gulf MK WD & CM Distributor
Forum in Bahrain
2 April 2000

MK Logic Plus Launch Kuwait
Mr. Clive Binley, Mr. Alghunaim,
Mr. Peter Woods and Mr. Hazem Al Nouri
Date 1997

Novar MK/EGA/GENT Range of Products
Seminar Kuwait.
Mr. Saad Al Nahed, Mr. Jassim Al Mousa,
Mr. Faisal Al Fulaij, Mr. Nigel Hills
Mr. Abdul Rahman Alghunaim,
Mr. David Green,
Mr. Peter Woods,
Mr. Hazem Al Nouri.
23 April 2001
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The first ever MK Boutique, was established in Kuwait
in 2001 as a means of further promoting MK products,
which significant success, to the end user-end-chooser.

From Left to Right:
MK & KEC Team at
Mr. Al Nouri’s residence.
2001.

MK Aspect Launch Kuwait
Mr. Dilip Sinha,
Mr. Rodney Kemp,
Mr. Peter Woods,
Mr. Hazem Al Nouri
19 October 2003

Kuwait Specifiers
Novar Intelligent Building Division
Conference in the UK May 2003
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Kuwait Specifiers visit to MK UK facilities 2003.

Mr. Abdul Rahman Al Bukhai during the MK UK
factory visit in Dec 2003.

MK Elements Launch Kuwait
Mr. Jawahar Mehta (MK), Mr. Rajan Peter
& Eng. Irfan Jaffrey.
9 June 2014
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MK Elements Launch Kuwait
Mr. Jawahar Mehta (MK) introducing
Elements.
9 June 2014

The MK Dimensions
Launch
At the Al - Hashemi II
11 December 2018
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ELEMENTS

Simply Beautiful –
Beautifully Simple
The Exciting
MK Elements Collection
Since 2014 our discerning Kuwaiti clients
have switched on in their hundreds to the
highly successful MK Elements Collection making
it the single most popular highly decorative range of
wiring accessories in Kuwait to date.
Featuring innovative new products such
as electronic touch switches, extensive range of
LED dimmers – not to mention product textures such
as wood and natural stone, with all the various finishes built
around four core finishes - namely Synthetics; Glass-Effect;
Naturals and Metallic.
It’s a product range that our “MK Boutique’ and ‘MK Global’ showroom teams have
come to know well this past few years and in so doing provided a highly serviceorientated customer advice, all backed-up by extensive local stocks.
Numerous major and notable projects have also embraced ‘Elements’ - and the
innovation has not stopped there. The MK Elements product range will also feature its
own 1 gang USB switch-socket outlet shortly in all the “Elements’ finishes – and we
have also extended the product offering to include a new 20 amp shutter-switch etc.

Like everything MK undertakes, it’s beautifully simple and simply beautiful
®

the specifiers’ choice

Your can download a copy of the new MK Elements Collection brochure
at www.mkelements.com or grab a copy by calling KEC’s ‘MK Boutique'
or ‘MK Global’ showrooms or our major project sales team

by Honeywell
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MK DIMENSIONS
Easy to install. Easy to use. Hard to ignore.

by Honeywell

The new MK Dimensions range guarantees you reliable,
hassle-free products that don’t sacrifice form for function

Thanks to its stylish screwless design and flexible range of nine modern finishes,
the MK Dimensions range blends in seamlessly with every contemporary space.

1 GANG SWITCHED
SOCKET
WITH 2 PORT SMART
USB CHARGER

Meet the Supercharger
Dynamic Device Recognition®
technology.
Recharges fast, just like you.

Two 5V Outlets With A Combined Total
Of 2A Charging
To provide optimal charging capacity 2A
can be drawn fully from one port when
one device is charging or split between
ports when devices are charging
simultaneously.
Available in nine high quality finishes including metals and synthetics.
Enabling design scalability within a building, from a typical hotel room to a larger suite
or ‘back of house’ offices to high footfall reception areas.
Additionally, frontplates can be interchanged to accommodate evolving interior design
over time.
Specifically designed to be modular, the clip-on front-plate and functional module are
individual component products, so you can order the parts separately to fit in with your
build schedule. Perfect for achieving a flawless finish after interior decoration and
eliminating damage during the fit out process.

Dynamic Device Recognition
By detecting the nuances between the
differing charging configurations tablet
manufacturers use, the product can
react accordingly for optimal
charging efficiency.

Robust and recyclable, the cover plate can
safeguard the final clip-on frontplate against loss
or damage whilst on site. The cover plate protects
against paint splatter or build up, sanding
abrasions and defends against knocks and
scrapes, whilst ensuring the product remains
fully operational, so you can get the job done.
Vertically Stacked Central Dual
USB Ports
Access to USB ports is not restricted
when using virtually any standard 13A
plug, including moulded plugs.

3 Pin Operated “child-resistant shutter system”,
designed to inhibit access to the electricity
supply, unless all 3 pins of a standard British
13A plug are in position. 13A sockets include
dual earth terminals for high integrity earthing
applications.

Protected Against An Overload Or
Short Circuit
Prevents damage to the socket and
provides safety to the user in the event
of an overload or short circuit.

20 Year Guarantee gives total peace of
mind to you and your
customers.
•Exceptions apply, please refer to MK Electric
product guarantees
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Find out more in the MK Dimension brochure

Available in Logic Plus, Dimensions,
Aspect and Elements Product Ranges

Honeywell GENT’s Life Safety Partnership with KEC
Continues to Grow from Strength to Strength
The Honeywell GENT brand has always been synonymous
with quality and innovation in the fire detection and alarm
industry and– in partnership with longstanding Kuwait
distributor’s KEC – have continued to communicate their
passion about their development of innovative products
so that GENT continues to be the brand of choice when
protecting life and property in Kuwait.
Excitingly that longstanding partnership dating back to the
80’s was recently celebrated in Dubai with the signing of
an updated distribution agreement between the parties –
pictured below:

The longstanding ‘partnership’ between ‘GENT’ and KEC’
also continues to be underpinned by some excellent
training and complimented also by a continuous
interactive dialogue with the Kuwait Fire Service
Directorate.
The latest GENT Vigilon PLUS panels are with new
updated appearance and re-Branding, streamlined
commissioning and unlimited event storage with micro SD
Card and the new Gent Loop DIAGNOSTIC TOOL which is
exclusive to Gent VIGILON for easy fault finding, smarter
commissioning & efficient servicing.
The quality and frequency
of the first class training
provided by Honeywell
‘GENT’ and of course the
longstanding partnership
is really helping us to
make a difference in the
market–place” noted
KEC Hazem Al Nouri
“thereby enabling
our team to offer an
enhanced level of advice
and support to the
Kuwait specification
community - and to the
contractor at the point
of installation”.

Call our KEC Life Safety
Team on
Tel: 2398 5580 –
ext 130 /145
or email:
kecsystems@keckuwait.com if you need to know more
in terms of what positive benefits a Honeywell GENT
FDA solution from KEC can bring to your forthcoming
project. You’ll be impressed.

Pictured: KEC’s Hazem Al Nouri – General Manager; Tony Nasr-General Manager;
Amin Al Taher Country Leader GCC Honeywell Fire systems;
and none other than KEC’s Sales Director – Rajan Peter

With major GENT projects such as Kuwait’s iconic 360
Degree Shopping Mall; KOC Hospital; KOC Sheikh Jaber
Oil & Gas Exhibition centre, KOC Office complexes –
Ahmadi, Al-Tameer, Magwa & North Kuwait - plus several
current projects of note - namely the Tamdeen Square
Towers A,B & C development; Kuwait International Tennis
Complex, Kuwait Cancer centre (MOH) ,Knouz mall, and
Wafra SEEF Mall to name a few ..the future continues to
look extremely bright.
The dedicated team within the KEC sales structure, now
boasts a customer-focused strength of seven – who in
turn are complemented by a team of twenty commissioning and maintance staff members – all of whom continue
to drive to enhance our overall market leadership with the
‘GENT by Honeywell’ FDA system offering.
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MK Centenary:
Celebrating
100 Years of
Innovation & Passion
The MK brand is celebrating its Centenary this year – heralding a remarkable
journey of quality, reliability and safety from humble beginnings in 1919
“Lasting Connections. This simple phrase sums up
everything we strive for and create”, states MK in an
amazing brochure publication. “So it’s no surprise that,
for a century, MK Electric has set the standard for quality,
reliability and safety.
It all started in 1919 with our founders, who revolutionised
the industry with the groundbreaking Multy Kontact
Socket.
That was just the beginning. We went on to create
safety sleeves for plug-pins (50 years before regulation
required it), design the first modern light switch and

invent the first 3-pin child-resistant shutter system.
Born in a factory in Edmonton, London, we became the
UK’s leading manufacturer of wiring devices.
Our products became smarter, ourdesigns sleeker. And
today, we’re powering connections across the world —
in schools, homes, offices, hotels and airports.
We’re engineers, inventors, pioneers and perfecters.
That’s why, whatever your needs, you can specify, install
and use MK products with confidence”
At KEC we will be sharing further details of MK’s
Centenary with you over the coming weeks.

KUWAIT ELECTRICAL WIRING ACCESSORIES COMPANY W.L.L
Our showrooms ‘MK Boutique + Lights” are located in
Sun City, Kuwait Tel: 22241114 and now, Tunis Street, Hawally.
KEC, P.O. Box 46476, Fahaheel 64015, Kuwait
Tel: +965 23985580

